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KEY MESSAGE

While acknowledging the issues in Europe that have resulted in a current inconsistency in the application 
of ICAO Amendment 7A phraseology on SID / STAR, ICAO does not plan to review this again. Therefore, 
the European CCO / CDO Task Force urges States and Regulators to solve any outstanding issues 
related to the use of this phraseology, transpose into SERA and enable the Europe-wide implementation 
of Amendment 7A.

The Task Force advocates the use of training material for States on Amendment 7A phraseology. 
Such material may be found on the ICAO public website at

https://www.icao.int/airnavigation/sidstar/Pages/SID_STAR-Toolkit-.aspx.

APPENDIX M: PHRASEOLOGY

Historically there has been huge diversity in SID / STAR phraseology, particularly with ATC restrictions, resulting in different 
implementations in the US and in continental European States. Consequently, about ten years ago, the ICAO ATM Opera-
tions Panel (ATMOPS Panel) was requested to come up with a common approach. 

In 2016, Amendment 7A to ICAO Doc. 4444 (PANS-ATM) was released by the ATMOPS Panel. The objective of this Amend-
ment was of ensuring that ATC and Flight Crews had a common understanding of specific phraseology instructions, and to 
remove the huge diversity in previous SID / STAR phraseology. 

EASA intended to include the updates to SERA (Standardised European Rules of the Air) but received objections from States 
and so temporarily stopped the transposition of the SID / STAR phraseology into SERA. 

Amendment 7A phraseology is currently not being followed consistently by European States, partly because the legacy 
ACARS system is not fully compliant with the ICAO standard and partly because some States have stated that they cannot 
implement Amendment 7A until it is included in SERA, resulting in a ‘chicken and egg’ situation. A number of other States 
are not affected by Amendment 7A as they have no published level and speed restrictions on their existing SIDs / STARs.

This has led to some misunderstandings for both ATC and Flight Crew related as to which precise phraseology should be 
used; this was demonstrated in the HTO Project (see Appendix Q) in Germany where it led to workload issues for ATC. 

Misunderstandings were identified in the meaning of the clearance “descend via STAR FLXX” whilst the clearance “cleared 
EMPAX3W STAR” resulted in some Pilots thinking that this clearance included a descent clearance, which had obvious safety 
implications. 

It should be noted that to obtain maximum benefit from 7A phraseology, SIDs / STARs should be designed in a manner to 
extract the most from the ICAO Provisions (Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs), Procedures for Air Navigation 
Services (PANS), Regional Supplementary procedures (SUPPs) and Guidance Material GM). At the global level, it should also 
be noted that all the success stories relating to Amendment 7A adoption have all included airspace / procedure design as 
an integral part of the implementation process.

However, ICAO will not be reviewing Amendment 7A SID / STAR phraseology again and is instead supporting its implemen-
tation. It is expected that Amendment 7A SID / STAR phraseology will eventually make its way into SERA and should be an 
enabler for an improvement in operational efficiency. The objective should be to see all outstanding issues solved. 
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The European CCO / CDO Task Force promotes the use of training material for European States on Amendment 7A 
phraseology. Such material may be found on the ICAO public website at
https://www.icao.int/airnavigation/sidstar/Pages/Training-and-Education.aspx.
The Task Force also expects IATA and CANSO to play a role in advocating Amendment 7A phraseology. 

The European CCO / CDO Action Plan promotes the use of ICAO Amendment 7A phraseology as detailed below:

1) Basic rules

n A clearance for a STAR with level and / or speed constraints consists of a lateral and a vertical part.
n Lateral part: “XY123, cleared (Designator)”
n Vertical part: “XY123, descend via STAR FL (figures)”
n Adherence to waypoint constraints is mandatory after a “descend via STAR FL (figures) clearance.
n Do not descend below the flight level cleared by ATC
n The term “via” shall not be used for lateral clearances

2) CORE phraseology vertical clearances:

n “Callsign….descend via STAR FLxxx” e.g. DLH123 descend via STAR FL100
n “Callsign….climb via SID FLXXX” e.g. CFG456 climb via SID FL240

3) CORE Phraseology for removal of level and/or speed restrictions:

n “Callsign….descend unrestricted FLxxx” e.g. DLH123 descend unrestricted FL100 (ALL restrictions / 
constraints are cancelled)

n “Callsign….descend via STAR FLxxx, cancel level (or speed) restriction”
e.g. DLH123 descend via STAR, cancel level restrictions
e.g. CFG456 descend via STAR, cancel speed restrictions

4) Special Situations – Part 1: Proceed DCT to point on a STAR/SID with remaining constraints:

n “Callsign….proceed DCT XXX….descend via STAR FLXXX” e.g. Condor456 proceed DCT KOVAN descend via 
STAR FL100

The speed and level restrictions associated with the bypassed waypoints are cancelled. All remaining published 
speed and level restriction shall remain applicable.

5) Special Situations – Part 2: Vector an aircraft off the STAR and then back to a point of the STAR with 
remaining constraints:

n  “Callsign…proceed DCT….rejoin STAR (designator)…descend via STAR FLXXX”
 e.g. DLH123 proceed direct FRANC, rejoin DELTA1B Arrival route, descend via STAR A3000ft.

For more information, see https://www.icao.int/airnavigation/sidstar/Pages/provision.aspx 

https://www.icao.int/airnavigation/sidstar/Pages/Training-and-Education.aspx
https://www.icao.int/airnavigation/sidstar/Pages/provision.aspx

